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INTRODUCTION TO SOLARGEN ENERGY

Solargen Energy Ltd is a quality Electrical Contractor specialising in electrical installations, solar photovoltaics, and
inspection and testing of existing installations. We have NICEIC Approved Contractor status for both electrical and
solar PV installations, and are also CHAS Accredited. We are an MCS approved Green Deal Installer of solar panels,
and are a member of the Renewable Energy Consumer Code. We have a wealth of experience in cyclical testing
programs, changes of tenancies, and Periodic Inspections; and our management system is BS EN ISO9001 certified.

We have a full team of dedicated and highly trained electricians and support staff to ensure that all works can be
undertaken promptly and professionally, and all contracts completed to the highest standard. Our expertise can help
reduce costs, whilst still maintaining excellent quality and an impeccable safety record.

Our continuous contracts for housing associations across the region are an indication of the excellent quality of our
workmanship.
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Meet The Team

Solargen Energy was formed by Andrew Moncrieff and David Taylor, who had worked together for 20 years in the
electrical contracting industry. We started predominantly as a company installing photovoltaic (solar) panels on
domestic properties, and quickly progressed to public sector housing contracts. Solargen has taken on a wealth of
social housing contracts over the past 4 years, undertaking planned works, responsive maintenance and testing and
inspecting contracts. Now approximately 90% of our workload is electrical contracting work for the public sector
Due to our high resident satisfaction rates, value for money, and quality workmanship, we find that housing
associations are continually returning to us for electrical contracting services. All of our electricians are highly skilled
and extensively trained in health and safety. Our management procedures are continually reviewed to ensure we
maintain the efficiency and excellent communication that we believe to be essential to running successful contracts.

David Taylor
David has worked in the electrical industry for 30 years, working on a whole variety of projects during his time –
from new builds to refurbishments, and industrial projects to domestic contracts. David focuses on the financial and
legal aspects of the businesses management for Solargen Energy. He ensures that our work is always delivered to a
high quality and at a competitive price, and continually reviews our policies, processes and procedures to ensure
that our client satisfaction rate remains outstandingly high.

Andrew Moncrieff
Andrew has worked in the electrical industry for 20 years. He started as an apprentice, and worked his way up until
he was promoted to Contracts Manager at the same company as David Taylor. Andrew now works focusing on the
labour and procurement aspects of the business management for Solargen Energy. He ensures that we always have
ample well trained staff in place on each of our sites, and provides day to day support to site management to ensure
that our jobs run smoothly.
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Administration

First point of call for administrative enquiries is Gemma Patterson, who has worked running offices in the
construction industry since 2007. She makes sure that everything runs smoothly within the office, and liaises with
clients to ensure that administrative tasks are completed efficiently and promptly so that the work out on site is not
disrupted.
We take customer service very seriously here, and so there is always a helpful team in the office to deal with any
queries a client may have. Whether it’s requesting copies of paperwork, or ordering a team of electricians, our
dedicated administrators can help you to achieve your goals on time and on budget.

Our Electricians

All our electricians are trained to the highest standard. We carefully select our employees to make sure that they are
competent, reliable, hardworking and honest. We take great pride in what we do, and we ensure that all our
employees take this work ethic with them to site. Our electricians are proud to bear the Solargen logo whilst they
work.
We employ electricians specialising in a wide variety of skills, so that whatever the task we always have a man for
the job. They have a wealth of experience in the following areas:
Periodic testing and inspecting
New build housing
100a Isolator installation
Solar installations
Rewires/upgrades
PAT testing
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Health and Safety at SolarGen
Health and safety is crucial for any electrical contractor, and here at SolarGen Energy, we fully understand the
positive implications that good health and safety planning can have on a company.
All our electricians have their CSCS health and safety examination and Asbestos Awareness training, as well as task
specific health and safety training to ensure our team are suitably prepared for the tasks which they perform.
Our electricians are also issued with PPE from the day they commence their employment. This PPE is checked
regularly, and any defective equipment is immediately replaced. All our electricians are issued with:
Hi viz vests
Hard hats
Steel toe cap boots
Ear defenders
Goggles
Fitted face masks
Gloves

As well as any other task-specific equipment they may require.

We regularly perform safety audits on site to ensure that our workmen are being kept safe. We have had no
RIDDOR reportable injuries to date, which we believe to be an excellent indication that we are taking all the right
measures towards providing a safe working environment for our most valuable assets – our employees.
Whenever we take on a new contract, we outline detailed risk assessments and method statements to make sure
that every care is taken to prevent accidents and injuries in the workplace. These are reviewed annually to ensure
that they are kept up to date to include any new risks that may be introduced to site.
We are able to provide up to date copies of all our health and safety documentation on request.
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New Build Housing

With house prices rising and a shortage in social housing stock, there is high demand for affordable homes for
families across the country. We’ve been working together with local authorities to help meet the demands of their
residents, completing houses and flats ready for residents to move in. We’re currently working on a large new-build
site in Pendleton, and have recently completed electrical works in Chipping on a selection of new homes.
We are experienced in working with other trades to complete works on time and on budget. We have worked on a
variety of dwelling types, and also completed wiring in the communal areas of flats. We have installed solar systems
on many of the new build projects that we have worked on recently, and energy efficiency measures such as low
energy lighting to help reduce energy costs for the new residents.
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PROJECT PORTFOLIO – Pendleton PFI

Working for: Pendleton Together
Number of Properties: 293
Project Turnover: £100k/month
Basic overview:
We are currently undertaking electrical and solar installation works across the 293 new build homes in Pendleton,
Manchester. The project is a great success so far, with Solargen already having been awarded the 'Contractor of the
Month' award, and our Site Manager Matt Holmes winning 'Employee of the Month'. In addition to this recognition
of our outstanding work ethic, we are also currently exceeding targets in relation to employment of young learner,
with double the required number of apprentices currently working on site and gaining valuable skills and
experience.
We are currently working under a main client alongside a whole host of other trades to build a large development of
brand new flats and houses, providing new homes to hundreds of local residents. Solargen are undertaking all
electrical installation works as well as the installation of solar photovoltaic systems on the roofs of the properties, to
provide renewable energy for generations to come.
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PROJECT PORTFOLIO – Church Raikes

Working for: Keepmoat
Number of Properties: 6
Project Turnover: £55,000
Basic overview:
We worked for Keepmoat Plc to complete 6 new build houses on Church Raikes in Chipping. In all properties we
completed full electrical installation, and integrated solar installations on the roofs. We installed and assisted with
the design of the electrical heating system to work in conjunction with the solar panels, which helped to reduce
running costs for the residents. We worked closely with the roofers on the project to ensure success of the fully
integrated solar systems.
All the properties were completed within the timescale and ready for the new residents to move in on the agreed
date. The scheme to budget, and there were no health and safety incidents on site. All works were completed
adhering to the client’s pre-defined KPIs.
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100a Isolator Installations and Periodic Testing Works

More and more housing associations are having periodic inspections done as part of their refurbishment contracts in
order to determine the amount of remedial works required within their properties. They are also becoming wise to
the fact that it pays to have an independent company doing these inspections, to stop ‘job building’ by the company
carrying out the electrical installations. The savings made by doing this mean that more houses can be brought up to
the Decent Homes Standard, whilst still remaining within budget.

We are in partnership with a utilities company from whom we have received specialist training and authorisation to
fit 100A DP Switches under their MOCOPA registration. The installation of 100a DP switches can be a problem for
electrical contractors and housing associations alike, as only a small number of companies are authorised to fit
these. Due to the high demand for authorised installers, the DP switches are often not fitted in time, causing
regeneration programs to fall behind as electrical work cannot start without a safe means of Isolation.
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PROJECT PORTFOLIO – Wulvern Housing

Working for: Wulvern Housing
Properties per week: 30-40
Project Turnover:
Basic Overview:
We have recently been appointed as a main contractor for Wulvern Housing’s electrical framework 2013-2018. We
were appointed following through a pre qualification questionnaire procedure, based on a combination or quality
and price. We attended the pre-start meeting on 1st of August, and had all of our health and safety information fully
validated, our construction phase plan in place and our teams mobilised and ready for commencing work in good
time to receive our first order for work on 8th August. We are now working on our second order of properties, and
have so far achieved success in all of our predefined KPI’s. We have so far achieved full satisfaction from the client
and residents, all of our paperwork and data has been transferred in a timely manner and in the format requested by
the client, and works are so far progressing ahead of schedule and fully within budget.
We are currently undertaking periodic testing within Wulvern’s housing stock, completing six properties per day and
working according to our own pre-defined programmes of work as agreed with the residents. Our completed
periodic test certificates are uploaded to Wulvern’s own online portal on a weekly basis, and this electronic transfer
of certificates ensure that paperwork is sent through in a timely manner and according to the client’s requirements.
We undertake many large scale testing contracts of this type, and have a pool of qualified testing engineers readily
available to complete works of this type.
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PROJECT PORTFOLIO – City West Voids Contract

Working for: City West Housing Trust
Properties per week: 20 – 30
Project Turnover: Approx £120K per annum
Basic Overview:
We worked in Manchester for City West Housing Trust completing Electrical Installation Condition Report tests on
recently void properties in Manchester. We had a short timescale within which to complete the testing works, as
once the properties had become void, they were required to be re-let as soon as possible. The quality of our testing
works was of paramount importance, as we had been brought onto the contract to avoid 'job building' from other
contractors. The quality of our work resulted in large savings for the client, as job building was no longer possible
once works were priced on our inspections. The testing works, and rectification of any electrical danger, were
required to be completed, signed off, and all paperwork returned to client within 24 hours of the job being issued.
Most paperwork was returned to the client early, allowing them extra time to complete important administration
tasks. Because of the varying quantities of properties recently vacated by tenants, our labour had to be flexible to
meet the demands of the contract. Numbers of properties varied from two to twenty in a day, and so we needed to
ensure that our labour pool was always flexible, and able to meet demand should a high number of properties be
required in a day. All works were completed within budget, as a pre-agreed price per property had been set with the
client prior to the commencement of the contract
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Electrical Regeneration Works

We have worked extensively on the electrical re-generation of council houses, breathing new life into homes across
the region. Our team can supply all your needs when it comes to regeneration, we can cover all electrical aspects
from the initial testing of a property to the final handing over of the completed installation. We can even provide our
own labour for tasks such as plastering and tiling, joinery for fitting kitchens and even roofing works, which reduces
the burden of a client having to juggle several trades at once. This is an excellent way of saving money by reducing
down-time whilst one trade is waiting for another to finish works. It can also significantly reduce administration time
for the client, making the organisation of large projects simple and effective.
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PROJECT PORTFOLIO – Manchester Social Housing Regeneration

Working for: City West Housing Trust
Properties per week: 20 – 30
Project Turnover: Approx £514K
Basic Overview:
We worked in Manchester regenerating homes for City West Works. We had applied to be included in their list of
contractors, and they contacted us to price for the works on a tender basis. The contract was awarded to Solargen in
March 2012, and we were awarded a years worth of works completing planned maintenance on occupied homes.
The contract was run from our head office in Preston, with a site office in Manchester to compliment our day to day
site management activities. We completed kitchen and bathroom upgrades and rewires, full house rewires, periodic
testing and installation of 100a DP switches. Works varied from property to property, and included changing
consumer units, adding fans, replacing accessories and finding and rectifying faults on circuits. The works were
delivered to a tight timeframe and within budget. Our robust health and safety measures ensured there were no
accidents or incidents on the site. We provided value by using 70% locally sourced labour and adhering strictly to the
program so that other trades were not affected by our works.
Before works commenced we ensured that the electricity meter was in credit, and fully operational, so that our
operatives and other trades were not adversely affected by meter tampering, which had been a problem for the
client previously. As the contract grew, our organisational and management procedures were recognised as being
innovative and cost effective, and so we were tasked with organising extra works within the properties, such as the
joinery, tiling and plastering works. This meant the trades worked seamlessly as one unit, communication and
information could flow freely between all operatives to lessen delays and improve efficiency. The client was
impressed with the cohesion of the works, and tenants reacted positively to having one central contractor organising
the works, and common comments on our resident satisfaction surveys included; our workforce were polite,
efficient and kept residents well informed.
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PROJECT PORTFOLIO – Affinity Sutton (Various Contracts)


Working for: Affinity Sutton



Properties to date: 750+



Project Turnover: Approx £700,000



Project Overview:

We worked in Preston regenerating kitchens and bathrooms for Affinity Sutton. Works included amending lighting
circuits, shower circuits and cooker circuits, adding fans and sockets, and finding and rectifying faults. We provided
value for the client, as our high quality of work meant that defects and errors were at an absolute minimum, and
resident satisfaction was exceptionally high. Our resident satisfaction surveys showed that residents were very
pleased with the quality of our work, the professionalism of our staff, and the communication and minimisation of
disruption.
We provided local labour to reduce costs and travelling time. Our fast response times, clear communication channels
and focused management skills meant that the works were completed on time and within budget. Our adherence to
the contract specifics, the high quality of our work and the excellent customer service that we offered resulted in
Affinity Sutton awarding us further contracts in both Bolton and Newton-Le-Willows. We completed work on these
contracts with the same high rates of client satisfaction, and as a result were awarded a contract for refurbishment
works at a community centre in Salford working directly for the housing association, which was completed ahead of
schedule and within budget earlier this year.
We were then awarded a further contract on a different estate in Bolton in 2014, performing EICR tests on
properties and completing kitchen and heating refurbishment works. This contract spanned for over 6 months, with
between 10-15 upgrades per week and up to 25-30 periodic tests per week, and has recently been completed to the
full satisfaction of the client.
Our repeat work from Affinity Sutton speaks volumes about the quality and value that Solargen provides. We have
been continually praised by the housing association for the effectiveness of our methods, and are now working with
them on a scheme in Salford, again regeneration kitchens, bathrooms and heating within domestic properties.
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Responsive Maintenance

It’s a well known cliché that prevention is better than cure when it comes to building maintenance, but we know
that even with the most detailed of plans, emergencies still happen. As well as providing planned maintenance to
properties, we also provide responsive/reactive maintenance for those times when urgent remedies are required.
We can provide fully qualified, experienced electricians at any time of day or night, for any type of electrical
emergency within the home. Our fault finding expertise ensures that we get to the root of the problem, and fix it
right first time. We don’t just do ‘quick fixes’ which will then have to be rectified again later, wasting time and
money. Any remedial work that we carry out is fully tested and complies to all relevant legislation.
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Energy Monitoring/ Reduction
Voltage Optimisation – Voltage optimisers can be fitted to a consumer unit as a power saving measure. They ensure
that the energy coming into the home is at the correct voltage, so that energy isn’t wasted as your supply from the
grid fluctuates. Electrical supply in the UK can be anywhere between 216.2V and 253V. A voltage optimiser will
regulate and control the supply to your property, resulting in an energy saving of around 13%.
We also install automation systems, which have had a great deal of success in businesses. With motion sensors
installed for lighting, you can save up to thousands of pounds a year on wasted electricity. Remote monitoring can
have an infinite variety of applications in the workplace – temperature sensors can monitor and send data to ensure
commercial refrigerators and freezers are kept at the correct temperature, alarm systems can be set to sent you
notifications if any unexpected motion is detected within your building.
We also work with businesses and organisations to reduce electricity bills by replacing existing lighting systems with
LED lights. In larger organisations, such as schools and offices, the savings can amount to thousands of pounds
annually. We can offer surveys to businesses and organisations to help calculate the savings that can be made
through the installation of LED lighting systems.
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Solar Installations

Solargen Energy started out as a Domestic Solar Installation Company, fitting photovoltaics on people’s homes
across the Northern England and Wales. Due to our excellent customer service and first class installations, we soon
gained the attention of housing associations looking for experienced contractors to install solar panels across large
social housing contracts. We have worked with several housing associations to provide tenants with safe, green,
renewable energy.
All our panel fitters are highly trained solar installers, and also fully qualified electrical engineers – a combination of
skills that puts us miles ahead of the average solar installation company. We have a more advanced technical
understanding of how the systems work, and how they will affect the homes they are installed on.
Our installations are tailored to suit the client – with the roof size, shape, and shading all taken into account to place
the panels in the most profitable position possible. All standard domestic installations are completed within a 3 day
period – the installation of the panels taking a day or less, and the erection/dismantling of the scaffold being done
on the days either side of the electrical work. All our engineers have certification in safe working at height and safety
harness training – safety is our priority when working in these potentially hazardous environments.
All installations are registered through the appropriate DNO, with MCS, NICEIC and Part P Certification supplied on
handover.
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PROJECT PORTFOLIO – Riverside PV Contract
Working for: Riverside Housing
Properties per Week: 50
Project Turnover: £120k
Basic Overview:
Riverside Housing started a large scale project to add solar photovoltaic panels to hundreds of social homes across
Middleton near Manchester, and Solargen Energy were the obvious choice to bring this vision of renewable energy
for all to reality. We accepted the contract at the request of the client, as they were having problems with the
current working practices on site and wanted a contractor with a fresh approach to contracts management to work
with them on the project. We had worked previously with the client on a successful scheme in Wigan, and so they
were aware of our ability to deliver quality works.
The main problems that the client had encountered were delivery of materials and supply of paperwork. The
supplier frequently supplied incorrect materials, and the surveys that had been conducted by another contractor
were often inaccurate and incorrect. When we began work on the contract we decided that the best way to avoid
this confusion was to survey the properties ourselves before works commenced, so that we could liaise with the
supplier to provide appropriate materials for each roof. We also kept detailed records of what materials were
required for which property, what materials were delivered, and what materials were then used, in order to check
that material deliveries were correct. Solargen Energy quickly implemented an organised and efficient system in
order to complete the 50 properties a week required by the contract. Scaffolding, roofing and electrical work were
seamlessly combined to ensure a hassle free and value for money service which produced great results for the
housing association and tenants alike. This greatly reduced delays caused within the supply chain, solving one of the
major problems that the client had been facing.
Another issue prior to our arrival on site had been the completion of handover packs and submission of certificates.
Each property required an NICEIC installation certificate, an MCS certificate, an installer details form to be filled out,
and submission of SSEG paperwork. The current contractors were unable to complete this administration within the
given time frame of one week from installation, which meant the main client was unable to fully hand over the
properties, however our dedicated office manager coordinated all paperwork and ensured that every single
handover pack for properties Solargen completed was accurately completed and submitted within the deadline.
The entire project was completed over a 2 month period, and Solargen were continually praised for our effective
management skills and ability to complete works on time and within budget.
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PROJECT PORTFOLIO – Bradley Orchard Farm

Working for: Private Client
Project Turnover: £60k
Basic overview:
We installed a 62kw system on a farm in Frodsham for a private client. We were selected to install the system after
successfully completing a smaller installation on his home, with which he was very pleased. We had to arrange with
the DNO for quotes and studies to be performed on the clients local transformer. This was found to be too small at
50KVa and had to be upgraded to 100KVA in order to cope with the amount of electricity being generated by the
installation. We had to then liaise with the DNO and identify the new supply cable route that was needed for the PV
which was to go straight to the new 100KVa transformer through the clients field taking into consideration grazing
cattle and grounding for the new TT supply. We also helped organise the export meter and all rental costs associated
to this system due to It being over the 30Kw threshold. All aspects of the work were completed by Solargen,
including procurement, scaffolding, delivery of materials, installation and wiring of the system, and the registration
of the system with the appropriate bodies. We measured our performance by our own set of KPI’s, of customer
communication, health and safety, adherence to quotation, time, and customer satisfaction. Health and safety was
paramount, as it was noted in our survey that the barn had a fragile roof. We had to install specially made walkboards with handrails, and a safety fall arrest net below the roof to ensure extra protection for our workers. The
operatives also wore safety harnesses for the duration of the installation. The customer was updated with progress
on the installation daily, and was satisfied with the level of information he received from our operatives. The
installation was completed within the timescale agreed with the customer. The entire project was completed in just
two weeks, as we had a strict deadline to meet in order for the client to qualify for the higher feed in tariff rate.
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PROJECT PORTFOLIO – Wigan and Leigh Housing Association

Working for: Bramall Construction
Properties per week: 30-35
Project Turnover: £250K
Basic overview:
We worked on a project installing solar PV systems in Wigan on around 300 social housing properties. We completed
a detailed survey for each property prior to the works commencing to ensure that the correct materials were
ordered for each property. On this contract we employed only local labour- all of the electricians used on the
contract lived within the Wigan area, which reduced travelling times and costs, benefited the local economy, and
improved communication between residents and engineers. When we first started work on the contract, the
scaffolding was dealt with by a separate contractor, and the main client was having problems with organising the
program to properly coordinate works between our two organisations. We soon realised this could potentially lead
to problems on the contract, and liaised with the client to devise a solution. It was decided that Solargen would
organise the program to coordinate works between the solar installers and the scaffolders, and after that decision
was implemented the works ran smoothly and effectively.
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PROJECT PORTFOLIO – MacNair Court

Working for: Bramalls Construction
Properties per week: One off installation
Project Turnover: £20K
Basic overview:
We installed a 21kw solar system across 2 blocks of sheltered housing flats in McNair Court in Manchester, working
with Keepmoat on behalf of Equity Housing. We designed the system, organised material delivery, and completed all
aspects of installation and wiring of the system. We had to take into consideration the wind load factors determining
how much ballast to put on the sun tubs, and also the loading on the roof as the structure was timber framed. The
latter issue was a major stumbling block as the architect hadn’t allowed for the extra loading that was originally
required and was reluctant to sign off the warranty on the structure calculations. We managed to source a different
tub through our supply chain contacts which enabled us to secure the panels with a lesser ballast, in turn satisfying
the architect’s calculations. The system was wired across two arrays, as it was required to be fitted over two roofs.
The siting of the inverters also became an issue on closer examination as one of the rooms identified for an inverter
turned out to be full of distribution switchgear and heating pipes with no ventilation for cooling purposes. The walls
were unable to support wall mounting due to the inverter weight, and if it had have been ground mounted, it would
have caused access issue to the other accessories. Close communication with the architect and other trades enabled
this to be fitted within the original room after our concerns were raised and noted. When liaising with the DNO prior
to the installation taking place, it was identified that the voltage tap position - which was associated with the feeding
distribution transformer at (Chapel House Sub 331484) - needed lowering to the source LV voltage. This in turn had
to be done and confirmed by Electricity North West before the commissioning could take place. The project was
measured against predefined KPI’s at the start, and at the completion of the installation. The KPI’s that Solargen
were benchmarked against were; overall quality, customer satisfaction, health and safety, client communication,
customer communication and time. Solargen exceeded expectations in all aspects of the KPI’s; our communication
ensured that the client was kept up to date with the progression of the works, client and customer satisfaction was
very high, and the overall quality of the works was excellent. There were no health and safety incidents on site, and
robust measures were in place to ensure the safety of our operatives. We adhered to the client timetable at all
times, and had the works completed by the agreed date.
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PROJECT PORTFOLIO – Solar New-build Haslam Homes

Working for: Keepmoat
Number of Properties: 25
Project Turnover: £10K
Basic overview:
Preston
SolarGen was approached to install twenty five solar PV arrays on a small new build residential estate in Preston by
Keepmoat to help Community Gateway.
After conducting a site survey and talking to the client, they designed a mix of x7 0.48kWp array’s and x18 0.72Kw
arrays on each to help achieve their required SAP level.
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PROJECT PORTFOLIO – British Gas Solar

Working for: British Gas
Number of Properties: Various commercial and residential installations
Size of Installations: Up to 100kw
Basic overview:
We have been working with British Gas installing systems up to 4kw on domestic properties, and from 4kw to 100kw
on commercial buildings. Our works on commercial buildings include schools, leisure centres and community halls,
and have been installed on a range of roof types such as pitched and flat roof. The installations have taken our
engineers all over the UK; as British Gas value the level of service that we provide and have requested our engineers
on sites based from Scotland to the South of England. We adhere to a tight schedule, completing multiple
installations of various sizes and across a wide variety of locations each week.
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